This study investigates the effects Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling in unsupervised Maximum Likelihood (ML) learning. Our attention is restricted to the family unnormalized probability densities for which the negative log density (or energy function) is a ConvNet. In general, we find that the majority of techniques used to stabilize training in previous studies can the opposite effect. Stable ML learning with a ConvNet potential can be achieved with only a few hyper-parameters and no regularization. Using this minimal framework, we identify a variety of ML learning outcomes that depend on the implementation of MCMC sampling.
Introduction

Diagnosing Energy-based Models
(1) 0 steps.
(2) 75 steps.
(3) 100 steps.
(4) 120 steps. (5) 150 steps. (6) 1, 000 steps. Statistical modeling of high-dimensional signals is a challenging task encountered in many academic disciplines and practical applications. We focus on image signals in this work. When images come without annotations or labels, the highly effective tools of deep supervised learning cannot be applied and unsupervised techniques must be used instead. The Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [19] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [10] are two widely-used unsupervised image models. The VAE is capable of accurate reconstruction and denoising while GANs can synthesize realistic images from a latent noise signal.
In this paper, we will focus on another unsupervised paradigm: the energy-based model in the form of an unnormalized Gibbs-Boltzmann density. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samples can be used to approximate the unknown and intractable log partition function while learning.
(1) Non-convergent ML.
(2) Convergent ML. (1) Non-convergent.
(2) Convergent.
(3) Convergent. We highlight two important, but unrecognized, phenomena that occur when using Maximum Likelihood (ML) to train energy-based models with a ConvNet potential: (1) improper MCMC implementation yields models with highquality short-run samples and low-quality long-run samples, (2) high-quality long-run samples require careful tuning of the Langevin noise with respect to the spectral norm of the ConvNet potential.
Previous works studying ML training of ConvNet potentials, such as [38, 37, 8] , use a relatively small number of Langevin MCMC updates to obtain samples in each model update. These works all make use of informative initialization, meaning that the initial states of MCMC sampling during ML learning are chosen to somehow reflect the current learned density (see Section 2.3). The authors universally find that after enough updates of the model, MCMC samples obtained by short-run Langevin from informative initialization are realistic images that resemble the data.
(1) Non-Convergent ML. However, we find that energy functions learned by prior methods have major defects regardless of MCMC initialization, network structure, and other training parameters. In particular, the long-run and steady-state MCMC samples of energy functions from previous implementations are oversaturated images with significantly lower energy than the observed data (see Figure 2 left, and Figure 5 ). In this case it is not appropriate to describe the learned model as an approximate density for the training set because the model assigns disproportionately high probability to images which differ dramatically from observed data. The systematic difference between high-quality short-run samples and lowquality long-run samples is a crucial phenomenon that appears to have gone unnoticed in previous studies.
The convergence or non-convergence of MCMC samples to their steady-state during ML training is the first learning dimension that we investigate. As we can observe from previous implementations, approximate convergence of MCMC samples is not a necessary condition for obtaining realistic synthesized images from the learned model. In addition, informative initialization is not sufficient to en-sure MCMC convergence without a proper implementation of the sampling phase.
We use this insight to show that informative MCMC initialization is not necessary in non-convergent ML learning. We introduce the first ML learning implementation that initializes MCMC samples from a non-informative noise distribution throughout training. The method achieves the same results with the same computational budget as the non-convergent ML with informative MCMC initialization from previous studies (see Figure 1 and Figure 6 ). Unlike models that are learned using an informative MCMC initialization, it is easy to obtain new and diverse samples from our model after training with only a noise signal.
Our quest to achieve ML training of energy-based models with convergent MCMC reveals another dimension of ML learning. Overly aggressive energy minimization during MCMC sampling can lead to scenarios where convergence is easily achieved but network spectral norm decreases throughout training, greatly limiting the synthesis abilities of the network. Careful tuning of Langevin noise is needed to induce a learning phase with both convergent sampling and realistic synthesis via increasing spectral norm. Our implementations yield the first ConvNet potentials with realistic long-run and steady-state MCMC samples (see 
Our Contributions
In this work, we address previously unrecognized complications that arise when learning energy-based models with MCMC-based ML and provide remedies. The main contributions of our paper are:
• Identification of two distinct axes which characterize MCMC-based ML learning: 1) MCMC convergence and non-convergence, and 2) expansion or contraction network spectral norm. Previous models are learned with non-convergent MCMC, resulting in invalid steady-state structure. See • The first ML models learned using non-informative MCMC initialization throughout training. The model is capable of realistic image synthesis with the same computational costs as the ML learning with informative MCMC initialization used in previous studies. Unlike models learned with informative initialization, our model can quickly generate high-diversity and high-quality samples after training from a noise signal alone. See Figure 1 and Figure 6 .
• The first ConvNet potentials with realistic steady-state samples. To our knowledge, stable MCMC sampling in the image space is unobtainable by previous models. We refer to [20] for a discussion. See Figure 2 right, Figure 3 middle and right columns, and Figure 4 bottom.
• Mapping the macro-scopic structure of meta-stable energy functions by the novel means of diffusion in a magnitized energy landscape for unsupervised cluster discovery. See Figure 7 .
We hope these contributions pave the way towards establishing energy-based models as a central generative learning paradigm. In contrast to pre-dominant generative models which recruit additional neural networks for approximate variational inference (VAE) or ancestral samplers in the form of a generator (GAN), our energy-based model can be trained without auxiliary models. The models learned by VAE and GAN are essentially deterministic feed-forward mappings while energy-based learning yields a true probabilistic representation of the data.
Related Work
Energy-Based Image Models
Energy-based models define an unnormalized probability density over a state space to represent the distribution of states in a given system. Early energy-based models, such as the Ising model, use hand-defined potentials that represent ideal physical systems. The Hopfield network [16] adapted these physical energy models into a model capable of representing arbitrary observed data. Hopfield also introduced the interpretation of energy-based models as a form of associative memory where energy descent is analogous to memory recall. The Hopfield network is not expressive enough to capture the complex structure of real images. The RBM [15] and FRAME (Filters, Random field, And Maximum Entropy) [43, 35] model introduce energy functions with greater representational capacity. The RBM model uses hidden units which have a joint density with the observable image pixels, while the FRAME model uses convolutional filters and histogram matching to learn data features. [42] refers to energy-based models as descriptive models.
The pioneering work [14] studies the hierarchical energy-based model. [28] is an important early work proposing feedforward neural networks to model energy functions. The energy-based model in the form of (2) is introduced in [4] . Deep variants of the FRAME model [38, 23] are the first to achieve realistic synthesis with a ConvNet potential and Langevin sampling. [6] applies similar methods.
The Multi-grid model [8] learns an ensemble of ConvNet potentials for images of different scales with finite-budget Langevin sampling. Synthesized images from smaller scales are used as the informative initalization for MCMC sampling at larger scales during training.
W-GAN
WINN
Conditional EBM Figure 5 . Steady-state samples of recent energy-based models. From left to right: Wasserstein-GAN critic on Oxford flowers [1] , WINN on Oxford flowers [22] , conditional EBM on ImageNet [6] . The W-GAN critic is not trained to be an unnormalized density but we include samples for reference.
Learning a ConvNet potential with the help of a generator network as approximative direct sampler is explored in [18, 5, 36, 37, 11, 20] .
The INN model [32] learns unnormalized densities in a discriminative framework. [17, 21] investigate a ConvNet parameterization of this model from the perspective of image classification and synthesis respectively. The W-GAN [1] framework is adapted to the INN method in the WINN model [22] . [40, 39] explore an adversarial interpretation of ML learning. These works show connections to W-GAN and herding [34] .
Two common threads between these learning algorithms are the ML parameter update (10) and the Langevin image update (11) . We emphasize that some of the above works do not use both.
Although many of these works claim to train the energy (2) to be an approximate unnormalized density for the observed images, the resulting energy functions do not have a steady-state that reflects the data (see Figure 5 ). Short-run Langevin samples from informative initialization are presented as approximate steady-state samples, but further investigation shows long-run Langevin consistently disrupts the realism of short-run images. Moreover, none of the previous learned potentials can obtain diverse and realistic samples from noise initialization after training without auxiliary networks. Noise-initialized short-run Langevin samples from previous implementations are significantly less diverse than samples from the informative initialization used in training.
Energy Landscape Mapping
The full potential of the energy-based model lies in the structure of the energy landscape. Hopfield observed that the energy landscape is a model of associative memory [16] . Diffusion along the potential energy manifold is analogous to memory recall because the diffusion process will gradually refine a high-energy image (an incomplete or corrupted memory) until it reaches a low-energy metastable state, which corresponds to the revised memory.
Techniques for mapping and visualizing the energy landscape of non-convex functions first appear in the physical chemistry literature [2, 33] . Similar methods have been applied to map a latent space of Cooperative Networks [12] using an energy function that is very similar to the DG-NAM model [29] . However, defects in the energy function (2) learned from previous methods have prevented previous studies from performing mapping in the high-dimensional image space. Our convergent models pave the way for image space mapping.
Activation Maximization and Adversarial Attacks
Energy-based models with the form (2) are related to the Activation Maximization (AM) branch of deep learning research. AM applications study images which maximize or minimize the response of a neuron or channel in a trained network. Such images can be obtained by backpropagation to the network input using the gradient term of (11) . Finding the long-run MCMC samples and local modes of a ConvNet potential can be viewed as an AM application.
Previous AM research focuses on maximizing the response of pre-trained classifier networks [7, 24, 26, 29] . The high-activation images are found to be dream-like patterns which resemble natural image patterns that a neuron or channel has learned to detect, much like in Figure 5 . In energy-based modeling, the steady-state samples should correspond to natural image patterns rather than dream-like patterns because the network is specifically trained to focus probability mass on realistic images. AM research is closely connected with the study of Adversarial Attacks. Any input image can be modified by an imperceptible change that causes a classifier network to have disproportionately high activation for a given neuron or channel. Although the classifier learns generalizable decision boundaries between classes during training, these boundaries contain many "leaks" that can be exploited to give incorrect classification.
We believe that the sensitivity of deep networks to undesirable activations is related to the difficulties encountered when training the energy (2) . In particular, if the negative samples distribution does not approximately converge to its steady-state p θ throughout training, then the gradient update (10) can create and propagate pathological low-energy regions throughout the training process. Extra care must be taken so that the energy basins of p θ do not contain "leaky" pathways to low-energy nonsense images. We hope that energy-based models can be used to combat adversarial attacks because a well-formed energy should have high activation only on realistic images.
Learning Energy-Based Models
In this section, we review the central principles of the MCMC-based ML learning used in previous studies such as [13, 43, 38 ].
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
An energy-based model is a Gibbs-Boltzmann density
}dx is never used explicitly because the potential U (x; θ) provides sufficient information for MCMC sampling. In this paper we focus our attention on energy potentials with the form
In ML learning, we seek to find θ ∈ Θ such that the parametric model p θ (x) is a close approximation of the data distribution q(x). One measure of "closeness" is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence D KL (· ·). The loss function L(θ) for training is then
Equation (5) is equivalent to the traditional ML objective max θ E q [log p θ (X)]. We can minimize L(θ) by finding the roots of the derivative
The term d dθ log Z(θ) is intractable, but it can be expressed
The gradient used to learn θ then becomes
where {x + i } n i=1 are i.i.d. samples from the data distribution q (called positive samples since probability is increased), and {x − i } m i=1 are i.i.d. samples from current learned distribution p θ (called negative samples since probability is decreased). In practice, the positive samples {x + i } n i=1 are a batch of training images and the negative samples
are obtained after L iterations of MCMC sampling.
MCMC Sampling with Langevin Dynamics
Obtaining the negative samples {x − i } m i=1 from the current distribution p θ is a computationally intensive task which must be performed for each update of θ. ML learning does not impose a specific MCMC algorithm. Early energy-based models such as the RBM and FRAME model use Gibbs sampling to obtain the MCMC updates. A Gibbs sampler individually visits and updates each dimension (one pixel of the image) individually. This is computationally infeasible when training an energy with the form (2) for standard image sizes.
Several works studying the energy (2) recruit Langevin Dynamics to obtain the negative samples [38, 23, 37, 8, 22] . The Langevin Equation
where z t ∼ N(0, I N ) and ε, τ > 0, has stationary distribution p θ [9, 27] . A complete implementation of Langevin Dynamics requires a momentum update and Metropolis-Hastings update in addition to (11) , but most authors find that these can be ignored in practice [3] . The gradient term in (11) helps Langevin sampling to converge more quickly than methods such as Gibbs sampling which do not incorporate landscape geometry. It is important to note that there is an ambiguity between the step size ε, noise magnitude τ and sampling temperature T . Without the MH correction, there are only two degrees of freedom among these three parameters. For example, the Langevin dynamics with step size ε = ε 0 , noise magnitude τ = 1 and energy U (x; θ) with temperature T = 1 are identical to Langevin dynamics with step size ε = 1, noise magnitude τ = ε 0 , and energy U (x; θ)/(1/ε 2 0 ) with temperature T = 1/ε 2 0 . For a given pair ε and τ in (11), one can discover the "true" ε 0 , τ 0 , and tempered potential U (x; θ)/T of the underlying dynamics by reintroducing the MH correction and tuning the T to achieve standard MH acceptance rates of about 50%.
Like most MCMC methods, Langevin dynamics exhibits high auto-correlation and has difficulty mixing between separate modes. On the other hand, the consistent appearance of long-run MCMC samples can actually be a useful feature of a learned potential because a metastable representation is needed for mapping applications such as [12] .
In general it is not appropriate to describe long-run Langevin samples from a fixed low-energy starting image as steady-state samples because the chains cannot mix between modes in computationally feasible time scales. Even so, long-run Langevin samples with a suitable initialization can still be considered approximate steady-state samples, as discussed in the next section.
MCMC Initialization
We distinguish two main branches of MCMC initialization: informative initialization, where the initial states are chosen to somehow reflect the target density, and noninformative initialization, where initial states are obtained from a distribution that is unrelated to the target density. In this work we use non-informative initialization to refer exclusively to initialization from a high-dimensional noise distribution such as uniform or Gaussian.
Informative initialization is commonly used in MCMCbased ML to increase convergence speed and decrease computational cost. In the most extreme case, a Markov chain initialized from its steady-state distribution will still follow its steady-state distribution after a single update. In more general cases, a Markov chain initialized from an image that is more likely under the steady-state can converge much more quickly than a Markov chain initialized from a noise distribution. Because of this observation, informative initialization is frequently used to justify short-run MCMC in ML learning. Although the validity short-run MCMC with informative initialization can be justified under restrictive assumptions [41] , in general it is not consistent with theoretically correct ML.
Data-based initialization is one common method of informative initialization. The first RBM models are trained with Contrastive Divergence (CD) [13] , which initializes MCMC samples from the training data. The Multigrid Model [8] learns an ensemble of energy functions (2) at different scales by using synthesized images from lower resolutions as the initial images for Langevin updates at higher resolutions. Samples are initialized from a single pixel of downsampled observed data. The learning process for p θ at each individual scale is analogous to CD with downsampled training images.
Persistent initialization is another widely-used method of informative initialization. The negative samples from the previous learning iteration are used as the initial states for MCMC sampling in the current iteration. This technique is used in works such as [43, 23, 38] . The initial images these works are either the zero image or noise images. Persistent Contrastive Divergence (PCD) [31] uses persistent chains that are initialized from the training images. The authors of [22, 6] store a large set of persistent images and sample batches of images from the set for each parameter update. The Cooperative Learning model [37] learns a genera-tor network alongside the energy function to propose initial images for Langevin updates. The generator network can be interpreted as a mechanism for storing and updating images in a manner that is analogous to persistent chains.
In this paper we consider long-run Langevin chains from both data-based initialization such as CD and persistent initialization such as PCD to be approximate steady-state samples, even when Langevin chains cannot mix between modes. Prior art indicates that both initialization types span the modes of the learned density, and long-run Langevin can obtain fair MCMC samples within each mode.
Informative MCMC initialization during ML training can limit the ability of the final model p θ to generate new and diverse synthesized images after training. MCMC samples initialized from non-informative noise distributions tend to results in images with a similar type of appearance when informative MCMC is used in training. Cooperative networks [37] can start from a noise signal and use the image synthesized by the generator network as initialization for the energy function. Multigrid models [8] can start from a single pixel distribution and generate full-size images using sequential proposals from energy functions modeling larger and larger scales. Models learned from all prior art are incapable of generating diverse samples from noise using only the final density p θ .
In the present work we find that informative initialization is not necessary for stable ML learning with realistic synthesis. We successfully implement ML with non-informative MCMC initialization throughout training using the same computational budget as ML with informative MCMC initialization. This allows us to train the first energy-based model capable of generating diverse and realistic images from a noise signal alone after training. We also find that short-run MCMC with informative initalization is not sufficient for learning an energy with a realistic steady-state when Langevin noise is not precisely tuned. Finally, we find that informative initialization can dramatically speed up steady-state convergence of the negative samples with proper Langevin implementation.
Two Axes of ML Learning
Inspection of the gradient (10) reveals the central role of the average difference of the energy of negative and positive samples. Let
where s t (x) is the distribution of negative samples given the MCMC sampler and initialization used at training step t. The difference d st (θ) measures whether the positive samples from the data distribution q or the negative samples from s t are more likely under the model p θ . Although d st (θ) is not equivalent to the ML objective (5), it bridges the gap between the theoretical ML and the behavior encountered when MCMC approximation is used. Two learning cases occur over the parameter trajectory {θ t }:
1. Expansion: d st (θ t ) < 0. In the extreme case where expansion occurs for all t, the model learns that d st (θ) can be minimized when U diverges to −∞ for positive samples and ∞ for negative samples.
Contraction
In the extreme case of contraction for all t, the model learns that d st (θ) can be minimized by converging to a constant function U (x) = c.
Running MCMC sampling for too few steps can cause learning to stay in Case 1 because the samples from s t are unlikely under the true steady state p θt . On the other hand, running MCMC sampling with too many steps and low noise can restrict learning to Case 2. A healthy mix of sign for d st (θ t ) is an indicator of proper ML learning. Guided by these observations, we characterize the behavior d st (θ) along two axes: 1) convergence or nonconvergence of s t with respect to the steady-state of p θ , and 2) the sign of d st (θ t ) through the learning process.
MCMC Non-Convergence
The exploding gradients that can occur in Case 1 seem to suggest that MCMC convergence is needed for stable ML learning. The convergence of s t to its steady state p θ should be a sufficient condition to avoid Case 1. If U has enough capacity, repeated updates of θ t for which d st (θ t ) < 0 will eventually create new modes of p θt with lower energy than the training data. Therefore the sign of d st (θ t ) will eventually become positive if s t = p θt . In the literature, it is expected that the MCMC distribution s t must approximately converge to its steady-state p θ for learning to be effective.
On the contrary, we find that high-fidelity synthesis is possible, and actually easier to learn, when there is a drastic difference between the finite-step MCMC distribution s t and true steady-state MCMC samples of p θ . An examination of models learned by existing methods shows that in all cases, running the MCMC sampler for significantly longer than the number of training steps results in samples with dramatically lower energy and unrealistic appearance. Although synthesis is still possible without convergence, it is not appropriate to describe the learned model p θ as an approximate density of the training data because the model lacks a stable representation of learned images. To our knowledge, prior authors are unaware that non-convergent ML learning can still yield effective synthesis.
Given the surprising observation that MCMC convergence is not needed for ML learning with high-fidelity synthesis, it is natural to ask why non-convergent ML learning works in the first place. One possibility is that consistent non-convergence of MCMC samples can function as a proxy for high-temperature convergence. We hypothesize that a sample from a non-convergent MCMC distribution s t can function as a steady-state sample of the tempered distribution
for a related system with T > 1 and θ ≈ θ. In this case, the learning gradient (9) for p θ ,T is approximately a rescaling of the learning gradient (9) for p θ , and learning proceeds in a similar manner for both systems. Consistent initialization and consistent finite-step MCMC implementation can act as a stand-in for steady-state sampling. Non-convergent learning yields high-quality synthesis with an efficient sampling phase, but high-fidelity and stable sampling from p θ is not possible. The simplest remedy for non-convergent MCMC is to increase the number of sampling steps. However, we must be careful not to sacrifice the fidelity of synthesized images when learning convergent models. Correct implementation of convergent ML requires a proper treatment of temperature. True sampling, as opposed to simple minimization, is needed, as discussed in the next section.
Expansion, Contraction, and Temperature
We observe that the expansion and contraction phase tend to have opposite effects on the Lipschitz norm of U . The extreme expansion case can be achieved when ||U || L → ∞ and the extreme contraction case can be achieve when ||U || L → 0. We can easily bound ||U || L by writing U in the compositional form
When g l is a rectifier unit, we obtain
where W l are the weights of f l [25] . In practice, σ(W l ) can be obtained by means of power iteration. This analysis shows that we can analyze the Lipschitz behavior of U by measuring the network spectral norm. In the ideal case, we expect U to expand in the first few alterations of θ followed by the convergence of L l=1 σ(W l ) towards some constant. Following prior art, we use the Langevin Equation (11) to obtain MCMC samples. Since the gradient ∂U ∂x appears directly in the Langevin equation, the maximum gradient strength ||U || L plays a central role in sampling. Sampling at a constant step size (which is equivalent to a constant level of noise) will lead to very different behavior depending on the Lipschitz norm. Since the norm can vary drastically over training, proper tuning of Langevin noise is a crucial challenge.
Non-convergent learning can easily become unstable when U is updated in the expansion phase for many consecutive iterations. However, the tendency of U to increase Lipschitz norm in the expansion phase provides a natural correction mechanism which ensures that non-convergent learning can still achieve a healthy mix of expansion and contraction. Consecutive updates in the expansion phase will increase ||U || L so that the gradient term can better overcome noise and more quickly reach low-energy regions. Moreover, we find that U can easily learn to tune ||U || L so that the gradient is strong enough to obtain high-fidelity samples from virtually any initial distribution in a small number of steps. This insight is the foundation of our ML learning method with non-informative MCMC.
A pitfall when learning convergent models is the possibility becoming stuck in the contraction phase. When using very low noise, we find that it is possible to learn both nonconvergent and convergent models while remaining in the contraction phase throughout training. One can easily induce in the contraction phase throughout training by scaling the gradient coefficient in (11) with the inverse of gradient magnitude (i.e. ε 2 ∝ 1/|| d dx U (x; θ)|| 2 ) to impose fixed displacement for each Langevin step. Models which remain in the contraction phase for many updates exhibit much faster MCMC convergence but we find that they cannot achieve realistic synthesis. This is consistent with the claim that increase in spectral norm is needed to learn high-frequency features [30] .
When Langevin noise is tuned correctly, the learning dynamics naturally balance between the expansion and contraction phases. The expansion phase will cause gradients of U to increase strength and negative samples from the next iteration will tend to have lower energy. The contraction phase has the opposite effect as the model learns the decrease gradient strength and so that the noise corrects the energy of the negative samples to a spectrum that is on par with the positive samples. Introducing enough noise ensures that an arbitrary number of MCMC steps can be used in training without becoming trapped in the contraction phase. In the ideal case, ||U || L should eventually level out at a constant value, indicating that U has learned the implicit sampling temperature via gradient strength.
Learning Algorithm
We now present our algorithm for ML learning. The spirit of our learning algorithm is essentially the same as the first work [38] investigating the potential (2). Our experiments show that various auxiliary techniques such as ADAM, weight decay, gradient clamping, and the informative MCMC initializations used in previous studies can be safely removed without sacrificing training stability. Indeed, we find that training is more stable in the absence of these techniques because the parameter gradient is a more direct representation of the loss dynamics. Our intention is not to introduce a novel algorithm but to demonstrate the range of phenomena that can occur with the ML objective alone based on changes to MCMC sampling. 
where ∆θ k is the approximate gradient in (10) .
Beyond choice of MCMC initialization, our learning method only has four hyper-parameters: (1) step size/magnitude of noise/model temperature ε, (2) indicator τ to include or exclude Langevin noise, and (3) number of Langevin steps L, and (4) learning-rate γ. Below we give some guidelines and insights for our streamlined algorithm.
• Step size and Noise Indicator: We fix the Langevin step size ε throughout training. Changing ε can easily lead to becoming trapped in to the contraction phase or to unstable dynamics in the expansion phase.
-For non-tempered dynamics with τ = 0, this is equivalent to gradient descent with fixed step size. We find that in the absence of auxiliary training techniques, the model will learn to increase gradient strength in proportion to Euclidean distance between initialized and synthesized images. Once this is achieved the network Lipschitz norm automatically converges. Con-vNet potentials appear naturally resistant to the unbounded gradients that can occur if the average negative sample energy cannot stay close to the average positive sample energy.
-For tempered dynamics with τ = 1, fixing ε also fixes the magnitude of noise since we only use τ as an indicator variable. We find that the network naturally resolves the ambiguity in the Langevin parameters (see Section 2.2) by developing a fixed implicit temperature during training. The network learns temperature by adjusting gradient strength to approximately match the noise level. The implicit temperature of our convergent ML models is quite cold in the sense that long-run MCMC samples have a consistent appearance. Stable MCMC representation is one of our main contributions.
• Number of Steps: Higher values of L lead to convergent learning and lower values of L lead to nonconvergent learning when the same MCMC initialization method is used.
• Noise for Non-Convergent ML: For non-convergent training we find noise and step-size have little effect and that only learning rate needs tuning. In this case we set ε = 1 and τ = 0. Non-convergence itself functions as a proxy for noise/temperature. The implicit temperature of negative samples for a non-convergent model is much higher than the steady state temperature regardless of the level of training noise.
• Noise for Convergent ML: For convergent training, we find that it is essential to include noise with τ = 1 and precisely tune ε so that the network learns a true tempered dynamics through the gradient strength. For a given level of noise, we can calibrate learning-rate such that spectral norm converges to a constant, indicating that the network has learned to balance the gradient strength and noise. An effective noise magnitude for convergent training seems to lie around 0.015.
• Informative Initialization: Informative MCMC initialization is not needed for stable non-convergent training even with as few as L = 100 Langevin updates. The model can naturally learn fast pathways to realistic negative samples from an arbitrary initial distribution. On the other hand, informative initialization can be very helpful for convergent learning. We use persistent initialization starting from noise.
• Optimization: Previous studies employ a variety of auxiliary training techniques such as prior energy functions (e.g. Gaussian), ADAM, and weight regularization to stabilize parameter updates. We find that including additional techniques can actually destabilize training and obscure the true learning dynamics. ML learning with both convergent and non-convergent MCMC work quite naturally for a ConvNet potential with no additional tricks.
• Network structure: For the first convolutional layer, we observe a choice of 3 × 3 convolution with stride 1 works best to avoid checkerboard patterns (or other artifacts). Increasing the number of filters (i.e., a wider network) and residual networks improve fidelity of synthesis. When evaluating the model, it is imperative to set batch-normalization to inference mode, otherwise interdependencies between samples in a batch are introduced while evaluation of energy.
Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the principles of ML learning discussed above and show that we can learn models with new sampling capabilities. We start by training a model with non-informative MCMC initialization throughout training and the same budget as previous ML methods with informative MCMC initialization. We show that the learned model is able to generate realistic samples from a noise signal after training. We then present an efficient recipe for learning convergent models with high-fidelity steady-state distributions. The section is concluded with an experiment demonstrating the unsupervised clustering capabilities of a convergent learned density.
Non-Convergent ML Learning with Synthesis from Noise
In this experiment, we learn an energy function (2) using ML learning with non-informative initialization and shortrun MCMC ( Figure 6 ). We apply our ML algorithm with L = 100 Langevin steps starting from white noise images for each update of θ. We use γ = 0.001, noise indicator τ = 0 and step size ε = 1. Noise is not needed because non-convergence already plays the role of temperature.
Previous authors argued that informative MCMC initialization is a key element for successful ML learning, but our learning method can sample from scratch with the same number of Langevin updates. Informative MCMC initialization severely limits the diversity of samples that can be drawn from a noise signal after training. It is very difficult to generate new images with p θ alone after ML training with informative MCMC initialization. Unlike the models learned by previous authors, our models can generate highfidelity and diverse images from a noise signal. Our results are shown in Figure 1, Figure 4 
Convergent ML Learning
With the correct Langevin noise, one can run an arbitrary number of MCMC updates when generating negative samples during training without becoming trapped in the contraction phase. However, many updates of θ are needed (K ≈ 10, 000) before high-fidelity images can be learned for both convergent and non-convergent models. One can Figure 7 . Illustration of the disconnectivity-graph depicting the basin structure of the learned energy-function U (x) for the Oxford Flowers 102 dataset. Each column represents the set of at most 12 basins members ordered by energy where circles indicate the total number of basin members. Vertical lines encode minima depth in terms of energy and horizontal lines depict the lowest known barrier at which two basins merge in the landscape. implement stable ML training with non-informative initialization and update the chains until the MCMC samples converge for each parameter update, but we find that this requires L ≈ 20, 000 steps. The inner loop of Langevin sampling lies at the borderline of computational feasibility when such a large number of MCMC updates are required.
Informative initialization can dramatically reduce the number of MCMC steps needed for convergent learning. By using a low SGD learning rate γ = 0.0005 and noise indicator τ = 1 and step size ε = 0.015, we were able to learn convergent models using PCD initialization and L ≈ 500 sampling steps. We retain a large number of PCD images (≈ 10, 000) but only update 100 images for each training batch. Replacing the vanilla SGD update (16) with ADAM appears to interfere with steady-state learning. Since ADAM acts as implicit momentum, each gradient update will continue influence the energy of the positive and negative samples from previous models. This can cause the steady-state of p θ to develop and propagate defects. Techniques needed for network stability in other domains are unnecessary in ML learning because the dynamics are inherently stable. Our results are shown in Figure 3 
Mapping the Structure of the Image Space after Convergent Learning
A well-formed energy function partitions the image space into meaningful Hopfield basins of attraction. Following [12] , we map the structure of a convergent energy. We first identify many metastable MCMC samples. We then sort the metastable samples from lowest energy to highest energy and sequentially group images if travel between samples is possible in a magnetized energy landscape. This process is continued until all minima have been clustered. Our mappings show that the convergent energy has meaningful metastable structures encoding recognizable concepts (Figure 7 ).
Conclusion and Future Work
Our experiments on energy-based models with the form (2) reveal two distinct axes of ML learning. The first axis relates to the convergence of MCMC samples used in learning and the second axis relates to the expansion, contraction, or convergence of the Lipschitz norm of U . We use our insights to train models with sampling capabilities that are not obtainable by previous implementations. The informative MCMC initializations used by previous authors are not necessary for high-quality synthesis. By removing this technique we train the first energy functions capable of high-diversity and realistic synthesis from noise initialization after training. We identify a serious defect in the steady-state distributions of prior implementations and introduce the first ConvNet potentials of the form (2) for which steady-state samples have realistic appearance. We hope that our work paves the way for future unsupervised and weakly supervised learning applications with energybased models.
